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1. INTRODUCTION 
On the study of global asymptotic properties of nonlinear continuous 
dynamical systems with off-diagonally monotone right hand sides 
(abbreviated RHS), M-functions have been proved to provide several use- 
ful properties [ILS]. The author also presented several results [2, 31 with 
the help of these functions. These results were unique since they are insen- 
sible to delays even when they are randomly varying with time so long as 
they are inserted off-diagonally. The concept of weak M-functions was also 
introduced to improve the above results. 
However, as was stated in the previous paper [3], to have M-functions 
in the RHS is rather a strong restriction. The object of this paper is to 
somewhat develop previous results and at the same time to extend them to 
discrete time systems. That is, asymptotic properties of dynamical systems 
described by difference equations with monotone RHS depending on 
several past steps are considered in this paper also with the help of 
off-diagonally monotone functions especially of weak M-functions. 
Comparison principle and the concept of invariant set, which have 
played important roles in the analysis of continuous time systems, are 
transformed and developed to cope with the present discrete time systems 
which depend on several past steps. 
In the subsequent sections, the case with RHS which has monotonically 
decreasing or increasing invariant properties, unbounded from above or 
below, respectively, is first considered. Then, these results are developed for 
systems with invariant properties which are partly bounded. 
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2. NOTATIONS AND TERMINOL~CY 
For the sake of convenience of the discussion, we here introduce several 
notations and terminologies. 
R” denotes n-dimensional Euclidean space. R”+ implies the region 
R”+ = {x 1 x>O}. 
An inequality such as a > b for a, b E R” indicates that all pairs of 
corresponding elements of a and b satisfy this inequality. In this case a is 
sometimes called “larger than” 6. For a set X” c R” and a vector a E R”, an 
inequality such as a > X” implies that every vector b, belonging to X”, 
satisfies the inequality a > b. Similarly for a real matrix A, the inequality 
A 2 0 means A is a nonnegative matrix. 
X” or Y” denote regions in R”. Usually xi, yj are elements of X” or Y”, 
respectively. For x E R”, xi indicates the ith element of x. Also for a certain 
vector x, x E R”, vectors x(l) E R”’ and xC2) E Rn2 indicate subvectors 
consisting of x such that R” = R”’ x Rn2, n, + n2 = n. For the sake of 
convenience, we write this relation as x = (x(l), xC2’), although x(i) does not 
necessarily consist of the first n, elements of x. The number n, or structures 
of these vectors x(l), x (*) differ by cases and are specified in the discussions. 
Vectors x(‘) are called subvectors of x. Further decomposition of a certain 
subvector xCi) such as xCi) = (xCi’ I), xCi’*)) can also be considered. 
A region X” is called a rectangular region and is denoted as Xn(xP, x+) 
if it is given by 
X”(x-,X+)= {x/x- <x<x+j 
for certain constant vectors x- and x+ belonging to R”. (x-, x+) is 
removed when it is clear. Some or all elements of x+ or x- may be cc or 
- co, respectively. 
For any region X”, the underlined one x” denotes its closure. 
Let EER+. Then for a region X”, the .s-neighbourhood of a point x” E X” 
is denoted as 
E,(x”;X”)= (x I lX-XXnI <&,XEXn}, 
where I* 1 indicates the Euclidean norm. X” in the LHS is removed if it is 
clear. This is the same for all the equivalent expressions. 
For a function f: X” + R”, a region Qf (Xn) is defined by 
Qf(Y)= {x If(X)>O,XEX”}. 
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DEFINITION 1. SzT is called bounded from above by a”“’ E R”‘, 
including the case that a”” is a vector of R”, if the following properties are 
satisfied. There exists a constant vector a’(‘)~ R”‘, such that: 
(i) for any x E X” there exists a point X+ satisfying both x < x + and 
.Y+ E Q:(F), provided x satisfies x(I) <a’(‘), where x(‘) is the subvector of 
x corresponding to a’(“, 
(ii) if .K satisfies the inequality ~(“>a~“), then there exists no 
such .x+, 
(iii) there exists no constant vector u”“‘, including a”” as its sub- 
vector, which satisfies the above properties (i), (ii). In this notation the 
dimension of a’“’ is not specified beforehand. 
Vectors a”” satisfying the above conditions are called upward limiting 
points of a,?. The set of upward limiting points of 52; is denoted as 
sP(QF). The set of downward limiting points Y(Q, ) is defined likewise. 
Decompose x and f: x” + R” correspondingly as .Y = (x(“, x”‘), 
f‘= (.f”‘, ,fC2’). Then for a constant vector !J’~‘. Q;,,,,,, denotes the region 
given by 
n;,,,,*,(Xn) = {x(I) 1 f(‘)(x(“, b’2’) > 0, XE ‘Y}. 
A function f: X” + R” is called off-diagonally increasing if every ith 
element of f is a monotonically increasing function of .Y; for all ,j# i. 
This means that for all i, ,f. satisfies 
,fit”l 1 u2, ...3 u,, ...> a,,) afifb,, b,. . . . . b,, . . . . b,,) 
if uj 3 bi, j # i, and ui = bi. If the above inequalities are all satisfied without 
requiring equality signs at all, f is called strictly off-diagonally increasing. 
A function f: X” + R” is called diagonally increasing if every ith element 
f, off is monotonically increasing in x,. 
A function f: X” + R” is called nonnegatively invertible if two vectors 5’ 
and .x2, both belonging to X”, satisfy x1 3 x2 whenever f(x’ ) and f (x2) can 
be defined and satisfy f(x’) >f(x’). If these inequalities are satisfied 
without equality signs at all, then f is called positively invertible. 
3. M-FUNCTIONS AND WEAK M-FUNCTIONS 
In [ 141 several properties on M-functions or weak M-functions are 
presented. Here a few characteristics are cited about them for the sake of 
definiteness. It is first assumed that every function appearing in this section 
satisfies a Lipschitz condition. 
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DEFINITION 2. A continuous function f: X” + R” is called an M-func- 
tion if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) f is off-diagonally decreasing. 
(ii) f is nonnegatively invertible. 
DEFINITION 3. An off-diagonally decreasing function f: X" + R” is 
called a weak M-function if for every subvector x(r) of x, including itself, 
the corresponding decomposition off satisfies that f (l)(x(‘), uC2)) is strictly 
inverse increasing, where a(‘) is a constant vector such that (x(r), uC2’) E X”. 
The set of M-functions or weak M-functions in X” is denoted as A(Y) or 
A’(Y), respectively. For these functions the following propositions can be 
obtained. 
PROPOSITION 1 [3]. Zff E At(Y) then f E A!‘(Y). 
PROPOSITION 2 [ 11. Let f E A’(P) and let a E X” be a constant vector. 
Then the equation f(x) = a has a unique solution, if it has any. 
DEFINITION 4. Let f E &‘“(X”). A zero point x = a is called an upward 
(downward) stable zero point, USZ (DSZ), if for any E E R+ there exists 
XE E,(a) which satisfies both f(x) > 0 and x> a (f(x) ~0 and x < a). 
A zero point a is called a stable zero point, if it is USZ and at the same 
time DSZ. 
PROPOSITION 3 [2]. If f E A”(Y) has USZ or DSZ, then they are 
unique respectively. If f has both USZ and DSZ then they are connected by 
a continuous curve, every point on which is a zero point off: 
DEFINITION 5. For a function h(x’, x2, . . . . xm): R”“” + R”, ph(x) 
indicates a function given by, 
oh = h(x, x, . . . . x), XER”. 
PROPOSITION 4 [2]. Let f E A’(Y). rf Qi or Szy are not null, then 
they are not contained in a bounded region. 
DEFINITION 6. A real square matrix with nonpositive off-diagonal 
elements is called a weak M-matrix if its principal minors, including the 
determinant of itself, are all nonnegative. The set of weak M-matrices is 
denoted as MO. 
Note. It is well known that a real square matrix with nonpositive off- 
diagonal elements is called an M-matrix if its principal minors, including 
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the determinant itself, are all positive. The set of M-matrices is denoted 
as M. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let (df/ax) be the Jacobi matrix off: X” -+ R”. Then 
(af/ax)dP almost everywhere in X” !f and only tf f E d”(X”) (set 
Appendix). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let f E d’(R”). Then for any constant vector b”’ such 
that bc2’ E R”’ (n2 <n, n, + n, = n), ,f(‘)(x(‘), b”‘) E _ti’(R”‘). (Clear ,from 
definition.) 
PROPOSITION 7 [2]. Let f E ho. Assume 527 is boundedfrom above 
by a’(‘). Then f (‘)(x(l), CD) defined by 
f (‘)(x(‘), CO) = b,21im+z f (‘)(x(‘), bc2’) 
is a continuous function of x(“~Qf:~)~, if.Q,h, is not null. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let f (x): R” -+ R” be a linear function of x E R”. If f has 
a unique zero point, then f E M(R”) if and only iff E A%“( R”). 
Proof: Clear from the properties of M-matrices. 
4. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
Let f: R” + R” and g: Rkn+” -+ R” be continuous functions satisfying a 
Lipschitz condition. Then the discrete time systems considered in this paper 
are given by the difference equation, 
X m+’ = f(xrn), m 3 0, 
or the difference equation depending on several past steps, 
X m+l = g(xrn, x-l, . ..) XrnPk), m 2 0, (2) 
where all xi, j = m, m - 1, . . . . m -k, satisfy xj~ R” and m is a nonnegative 
integer. for g are also assumed to satisfy the following conditions on the 
equilibrium point, 
(i) f(0) = 0, g(0, 0, . . . . 0) = 0; 
(ii) f(xm), g(xm, xm-‘, . . . . xmek) are monotonically increasing 
functions of xm - ‘, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . k. 
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Throughout this paper, it is assumed that x = 0 is the unique equilibrium 
point of the system. Although (1) and (2) are defined in the whole R” 
space, some difference equations derived from them may only be defined in 
certain more restrictive domains. Including such cases, a series of points 
{x”} (m > 4) is called a solution of one such equation if all points xm 
belong to the given domain and they satisfy the equation for m > 1 with a 
properly given initial series of points x0, x ~ ‘, x ~ *, . . . . x ~ ‘, also belonging 
to the same domain. We denote these sets of points as {xi}‘. 
In the previous papers [2, 31 the following delayed differential equation 
was considered. 
Wt) -= -h2(x(t);x(t-t(t))), 
dt 
0 = P(0; O), 
where h*(x; y): R*” -+ R” is off-diagonally decreasing in x and monotoni- 
cally decreasing in y. x(t - r(t)) is a vector given by 
x(t-z(t))=(x,(t--1(t)), . . ..x.(t-z,(t)))‘. 
In these papers it was proved that if h*(x; x) is an M-function then the 
unique equilibrium point x=0 is globally asymptotically stable inde- 
pendent of delays. Equation (2) is derived from the above equation (3) by 
discretizing t and by reforming the dependence on x(t - t(t)) of the RHS 
of (3) to that on the sets of k vectors {x*-j}, j= 1,2, . . . . k. 
For the sake of simplicity, the system (1) or (2) is called globally 
asymptotically stable (GAS) if every solution converges asymptotically to 
the unique equilibrium point x = 0 of (1) or (2) as m t co, whatever the 
initial condition from which it starts, so long as the solution of (1) or (2) 
exists. 
5. COMPARISON PRINCIPLE AND INVARIANT PROPERTY 
Equivalently to the continuous case, the property of keeping order is 
also preserved for these discrete time systems with off-diagonally monotone 
RHS. 
Let q be a continuous function of xm, x”-l, . . . . x”-’ and integer m and 
let it be nondecreasing for all xm, X”-l, . . . . xmPk. Here in this section, 
consider the following nonautonomous difference equation instead of (2), 
X m+‘=q(xm,xm-l ,..., xmpk;m), m 2 0. (4) 
Then the following lemma is obtained. 
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LEMMA 1. Let two series of points (y”}, Ix”‘}, be the solutions of (4) 
starting from the two sets ofpoints {xi}‘, {y’}‘, consisting of k + 1 points 
xi’, yioi = 0, - 1, . . . . -k, respectively. 
Assume these initial conditions satisfy 
xiO 2 yiO, for i=O,-1, . . . . -k, 
then these solutions of (4) keep the same relation as above ,for m > 0, that is, 
xm > ym, for m = 1, 2, . . . . 
Proof Assume there exists an integer j at which these series of points 
no longer satisfy the given condition, whereas for m < j they satisfy the 
same condition. Then by the assumption of monotonic property, q satisfies 
the inequality 
q(x’~‘,.+*, . . . . X’-k-‘;j- l)>q(y’--1, 1”~ *, . ..) y’ k ‘;j- l), 
which implies xi > yj. This contradicts the initial assumption and thus 
completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Consider the following two difference inequalities 
u VZ+1< \ q(u”, u m-l , . . . . 24 mpk; m), mb0 (5) 
V W7+1> , q urn, v ( 
m-l , . ..) v mpk; m), m 30. (6) 
Then the following lemma is derived as a simple modification of the above 
lemma. (The proof is omitted.) 
LEMMA 2. Let {u’}‘, {x’}‘, { 
Assume these points satisfy 
uio < X’O < go, 
Then the solutions {u”}, (x”}, 
}” (-k < i< 0) be three sets of points. 
for i=O, -1, . . . . -k. 
urn> of (5) (4), and (6) which have 
{ .i}O, { x’}O, and {vi}’ as initial conditions, respectively, keep the same order 
as above. That means these solutions satisfy for all m > 0 the inequality, 
The stability of (1) or (2) is considered below on the basis of these properties. 
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6. FUNDAMENTAL STABILITY CONDITIONS 
Because of these properties, it is easily understood that the global 
asymptotic properties of the system (2) are proved if the following two 
points are verified: 
(i) For any arbitrarily chosen set of k + 1 points { y’}‘, which form 
an initial condition of a certain solution {v”‘}, two sets of points {xi}‘+, 
and {xi}‘- can be found such that, 
xiO- 
< y’O 6 xio+ for all i = 0, -1, . . . . -k. 
(ii) The solutions of (2) starting from these initial sets of points 
{xi}‘+, {xi}‘- converge asymptotically to the equilibrium point x= 0 as 
m-boo. 
On the asymptotic properties of the systems with monotone functions on 
the RHS, we obtain the following propositions. 
Let hk(xm, X”-‘, . . . . xmPk) be defined by 
hk(xm,xm-l, . ..) Xm-k)=Xm-g(xm,xm--, . ..) x-k) (7) 
or for k = 0, h’(x”) be defined by 
hO(x”) = xm -f(xrn). (8) 
Then clearly hk(xm, x”- ‘, . . . . xm ~ k, is an off-diagonally decreasing func- 
tion of xm and monotonically decreasing function of x”- ‘, . . . . x”-~ for 
k > 1. hO(x”) is also off-diagonally decreasing for xm. 
Here the following concept is introduced. 
DEFINITION 7. Let a series of points {x”} be the solution of ( 1) or (2). 
A set X” is called an invariant set of the system if for a certain integer i 
every xm such that m > i, satisfies xm EX”, provided this series of points 
happen to satisfy xi E X” at i > 0. 
Only for the process (1) and not for (2) the following lemmas are 
obtained. 
LEMMA 3. For (1 ), q n E, 5 n R”- are invariant sets. 
Proof. Assume xm E ~2i n R”+. The inequality f(x”) 3 0 means 
xm + ’ 3 0. Because f is monotonically increasing, this means f (xm + ‘) 2 0. 
This indicates x”‘+’ also satisfies xm + ’ E q. The remaining part is clear. 
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LEMMA 4. For the system (1) the set gn & (52,n&) is invariant 
if it is not null. 
Note. We should write ho instead of h in the above lemma. However, 
when it is clear as it is now, the superscript is omitted to avoid the com- 
plexity of notation, especially when ho should appear in the subscript. 
Proof Assume xm ESZ,~~R”+. Since R”c c q, it follows that 
xm E 9. That means x mf ’ EE. Also by the assumption that xm E 52,t, 
x m + ’ d xm. Therefore, by Kantorovich’s theorem [ 11, the sequence {x’“} is 
monotonically decreasing. That is, 
x *+j>X *+j+l =X*+/-hO(x*+/ ) for all j 3 0, 
which means h”(x “+‘)aOfor allj>O. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. Zf there exist points x+ > 0, x < 0 satisfying x+ ES, 
x+ Enr+ and x- E 5, x- E 5, respectively, then the equilibrium point 
x = 0 is GAS in the rectangular region X”(x-, x + ). Conversely tf there exists 
a monotonically decreasing (increasing) solution {x”} such that x”’ 3 0 
(xm < 0) ,for all m > 0, then xm E G (x* EL&) ,for all m > 0. 
Proof Because of Lemma 3, the solution starting from x+ does not 
leave from z. Also because of Lemma 4, xn E g, which implies 
x m+l =Xm - h’(x”) d x”‘, 
that is, xm is monotonically decreasing to the unique equilibrium point 
x = 0. A similar property can be proved for the solution starting from the 
initial point xP. 
Since X+ and x- satisfy 
x-6X6x+, (9) 
for any point x E X”, the remaining property of the first part of this lemma 
is proved by Lemma 1. 
Let {x”} be a monotonically decreasing sequence satisfying both xm 3 0 
and Eq. (1). This means that this series of points satisfies xm+ ’ = xm - 
hO(x”)kOandx”~x”+‘. These imply h’(x”) 3 0 for all m > 0. Q.E.D. 
Clearly if for any point x E R” there exist such x ~ and x + satisfying (9) 
satisfying x+ ESZ~+, xf ~3 and x- ~5, x-- ~5, respectively, then the 
equilibrium point x = 0 of (1) is GAS in R”. 
For the system (2) the above properties are no longer valid, because the 
RHS of (2) depends not only on the previous step but also on several past 
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steps. However, the concept given by the following definition plays the 
same role as that of an invariant set for (2). 
DEFINITION 8. For the system (2), Y” is called monotonically 
decreasingly invariant if it has the following characteristics. Every solution 
{x”} satisfies x”’ E Y” for m > s and satisfies xi < xi for arbitrary i, j such 
that i > j> s, provided that all preceding k + 2 points x’, xSf ‘, . . . . xSPk-’ 
belong to Y” and are decreasing, that is, xsmi < xsPi, i < j. The monotoni- 
cally increasingly invariant region is defined likewise. 
LEMMA 6. For the system (2), the set 52 + r\ s (5 n “,) is Ph 
monotonically decreasingly (increasingly) invariant. 
Proof. Let j be a positive integer. Assume for m < j the proposed 
properties are proved. From the definition clearly these variables satisfy 
xj= g(xj-l, . . . . Xj-k-l) 
~g(Xj-*,...,Xj-k-*)=Xj~I 
which means xi d xi- ‘. 
On the other hand, 
xj= g(xj-l, . . . . Xj-k--l) 
2 g(x’- ‘, . ..) xj- ‘) > 0, 
therefore xi E c. By the monotonic property, it is clear that 
g(xj, . ..) x’-~) 2 0 and also g(xj, . . . . xj) 2 0. 
At the same time, because g is monotonically increasing, 
xj = g(xj- 1, . . . . Xj-k- 1) 
2 g(x’, ..*, x’-k) = xi+ l 
= xi - hk(x’, . . . . xj- k). 
This indicates that 
hk(x’, xj- ‘, . . . . xi-k) > 0. 
These inequalities are continually satisfied and therefore {x”} is a 
decreasing series. At the same time hk(xm, xm- l, . . . . x~-~) 2 0 for all m 2 j. 
Since hk is off-diagonally decreasing, this implies that 
hk(xm, xm, . . . . x’“) 2 hk(xm, x”- ‘, . . . . xm - k, 3 0 
forallm>1.Thatis,x”~~forallm>0. Q.E.D. 
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If g is a linear function of its arguments then hk(x”, .Y ‘, . . . . x -!+) is given 
as 
where K is a matrix with nonpositive off-diagonal elements and the k 
matrices D’, . . . . Dk are all nonnegative. For this particular case, the 
asymptotic property is proved as follows. 
LEMMA 7. For the system (2) to he GAS, it is necessary that H = 
(K-D’-D2- ... -Dk) isan M-matrix. 
ProoJ: Let K= clZ- Do, where Z is a unit matrix, Do is a nonnegative 
matrix, and x is a constant. In this case H is denoted as H = MI- D, 
where D is given by D = Do+ D’ + ... + D” >O. Then g(x, . . . . x) = 
(( 1 - a)Z+ D)x. And therefore, ph(x) = (crl- D)x = Hx. Assume H is not 
an M-matrix. Then Z-Z has a real nonpositive eigenvalue Jb and the corre- 
sponding eigenvector c E R” such that c > 0. This c and 1 satisfy (I- H)c = 
(1-1)c3c. 
Let o be a positive constant. Consider a matrix H(w) such that H(w) = 
(K-w -‘D’-w-2D2- . . . -g-k k D ). Let o 3 1. Then for such o, suf- 
ficiently close to 1 or equal to 1, H(o) is not an M-matrix and therefore 
has a real nonpositive eigenvalue n(o). It is clear that $Q) increases 
monotonically as w  increases. (1 - n(o)) satisfies (1 - A(w)) 3 1 for 0 = 1 
and decreases as o increases. This implies there exists o* >, 1 such that 
(1 - E”(o*)) = o*. 
Let co >O (co #O) be the eigenvector of H(o*) corresponding to 
j,(w*). Then (I- H(w*)) co = o*c”. Now let k + 1 consecutive points 
x0, x ~ ‘) s = 1 , . . . . k, be given by co, o* ~ ‘co, o* P2co ... o* -k~o. Then 
g(xO, x ‘, . ..) x--k) W*m = w  *m+‘~o. This means that the solution of (2) 
starting from the initial points above defined satisfies xm = ORYX’ for 
m > 1, which does not tend to 0 as m + cc. This contradicts the assumption 
and the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2 implies that if we can find points X+ and x for any point 
XE R” which satisfy the relation (9) and at the same time x+ E QP:, 
x-&2, then the global asymptotic stability of (1) is proved. With the 
help of the property of weak M-functions, the following theorem is 
obtained. 
THEOREM 1. Let x = 0 be the zero point off: Assume 
h’(x) E dl”( R”). 
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and x = 0 is the stable zero point of ho. In this case, tf sZ,+ and Sz; are 
unbounded from above or from below, respectively, then the system (1) is 
GAS. 
Proof Owing to the property of weak M-functions and also to the 
assumption of the uniqueness of the zero point, C?l n R”‘, $2; n R”- are 
not null and unbounded from above or below, respectively. The remaining 
part is clear from the above discussion. 
A similar property can also be proved for the system (2) as follows. 
LEMMA 8. Let p,, be a weak M-function. Assume Sz,:, Qp; are not null. 
If there exist constant vectors x+, x- satisfying x+ E Qp:, x- E Qp; then the 
system (2) is GAS in the rectangular region X”(x-, x+). 
Proof. Since ph E J%“, “2 > 0. This means n + c Sz + . In Lemma 6, 
sZ+ n “p+, or s n G& were proved to have the mP$not$cally decreasing Ph 
or increasing properties for the system (2). The system (2) was also proved 
to have the property of keeping order for its solutions, with few additional 
assumptions. Let {xi}’ be some given initial series of points satisfying xi0 E 
X”(x-, x+) for all i= -k, . . . . - l,O. Then, owing to the above cited 
characteristics, we have only the prove, for the proof of this lemma, the 
existence of initial series of points {xi}‘+, {xi}‘- which are monotonically 
decreasing or increasing in Qp’, or sZP;, respectively, and which satisfy at 
the same time 
for i = 0, -1, . . . . -k. 
Since sZ,‘h is open, points X + E “p’, and X- E QP; which satisfy 
x- <XiO<~+ for all i = 0, -1, . . . . -k, 
can be found for any intitial sets of points xi’, i = 0, . . . . k, satisfying the 
given conditions. Then there exist s-neighbourhoods E,(Z+) and E,(x-) 
with sufficiently small positive E such that E,(Z+)cSZ,$ E,(Z-) cSZ,. It 
is clear that there can be found k + 2 points in decreasing or increasing 
order in these e-neighbourhoods, and thus the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
Analogously to Theorem 1, the following theorem is obtained. 
THEOREM 2. If Q,‘h, Qp; are not bounded from above or below, 
respectively, then the system (2) is GAS in R”. 
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7. SYSTEMS WITH Qp: OR Q; BOUNDED FROM ABOVE OR BELOW 
Now assume a,: or Qpn is bounded from above or from below for cer- 
tain subvectors. Then there can not exist such x+ or x- as (9), X+ E &?A, 
and X - E Qph , for certain x E R” and therefore, the above discussion is no 
longer valid to prove the global asymptotic stability of the system. In the 
subsequent pages such cases are considered. 
For convenience in the discussion, Qph is assumed to be unbounded from 
below. As was proved previously for the continuous time case, such an 
assumption does not cause any loss of generality [2, 31. 
In the sequel we restrict the discussion to the case that p,, is a weak 
M-function. So far it has been proved in this case that if QL is not 
unbounded from above, then it is bounded from above only by a part of 
variables. Let x(l) be this part. Corresponding to this vector xc”, 
decompose the equation (2) as 
Here, in relation to the above equation (10.1) consider the equation 
Y m+'(l)= g(l)((y'"(l), d(Z)), ..., (ym-k(l), d'2')) 
= m(l)_hk(l)((ym(ll,d12)),..., (y k(l), &2')), (11) 
where dc2) is a constant vector. Then, owing to the property of keeping 
order, the solution of the above equation (11) starting from the initial 
series of points { JJ}” such that 
,y i( 1) < A 1 I 
---Y 3 j=O,-1,2 -k , ‘.‘, 
satisfies 
X 4’) < --Y m(1) for m>O, 
so long as xmc2) satisfies the inequality 
p)>Xm-m) , 3 for j = 0, 1, . . . . k and for m 2 0. (12) 
Since hk is an off-diagonally decreasing function, the asymptotic stability 
analysis of this equation (11) is the same problem of lower dimension as 
is now being considered. 
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Assume d(*) > 0. Then several properties of the zero point of (10.1) are 
investigated first. Because hk is off-diagonally decreasing, 
0= -hk”‘((O, 0), . . . . (0,0))6 -hk”‘((O, d’*‘), . . . . (0, d’*‘)). (13) 
Clearly hk(‘)((x(‘), d(*)), . . . . (x(l), d(*))) E ~2”. Let x(l)* be the USZ of it such 
that 
-hk(‘)((xcl)*, d”‘), . . . . (x”“, d’*‘)) = 0, 
or equivalently 
x(‘)* -hkU)((XW*, d’*‘), . . . . (x”‘*, d(3)) = X(‘)*. 
Then because of the properties of USZ of weak M-functions [2], x(l)* is 
found to satisfy the inequality 
x(l)* 2 0. 
It has been proved [2] that this equilibrium point x(l)* satisfies 
x(l)* < AqQ,+n). 
Denote this USZ x(l)* as x(l)*(d’*‘) since it is a function of d(*). Then it is 
a monotonically increasing function of d (*) It has also been proved that in . 
case of a weak M-function, the limit of such x(l)*(d(*)) as d(*) + co, which 
is written as x’~‘*(co), 1 a so satisfies the above inequality as [2] 
x(‘)*(co) < Tys2,+,). (14) 
Now consider a difference equation, 
Y m+ ‘(1) - _ ymu) -hkcl)((ym(‘), co), . . . . (~‘+~(l), co)), (15) 
where the function on the RHS is defined only in the region Qp’clj 03. Here 
Q,f,,,, o. is not null. 
However, because of the property (14), any solution of (15) starting 
from an initial curve, monotonically decreasing, and belonging to Sz;,,, m, 
decreases monotonically and enters the region Z”’ n Q~cl, m where 
Z”‘= {x(l) 1 x”‘<qR,+h)} 
in finite time. It is clear that solutions of (15) and (11) never leave this 
region after once entering into it and staying there for k + 1 consecutive 
periods. 
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Assume the region sZ,$’ Iio is not bounded from above. Then the 
property of (10.2) indicates that for an arbitrary initial set of points 
(x~~~‘~))“, a sufficiently large constant vector dc2’ can be found such that 
,Y’~) does not destroy the inequality (10.2) before xm”) enter the region z”‘. 
Next assume this region QP:“,J- is bounded from above by a part of 
variable .Y” ‘I). For such a case again consider the equation, 
4 
mt 1’1, I, _ 
- J’ 
m(l.I) 
-hk”.‘)((ym”-l), x, x), . ..) (.I,” k”.“, ,cc, a)), 
where the function hk”” in the second term of the RHS is a part of 
/z~“)((?,~~“), co), . . . . (,v+ ““, m)) obtained by tending J.“‘~ “I “,,j=O, .,., k, 
to cc. 
Since /?‘I l)((~P”“), co, co), . . . . ((xm’l .I’, ry,, cc))) is also a weak 
M-function, we find that the problem we are now considering comes back 
to the same kind of problem by taking this equation of reduced order. Note 
that the set sLP: with monotonically decreasingly invariant property defined 
for a weak M-function ph: R” + R” can not be contained in a bounded 
region. Therefore, repeatedly considering the reduced order difference equa- 
tion, we can finally obtain a difference equation with a RHS which can 
define a region with positively decreasingly invariant properties. 
Convergence of xm’l) of the solution of (11) to the region Z”’ can thus be 
proved. The theorem below is the formulation of the above discussion. 
THEOREM 3. [f p,Jx)~ .,JZ’(R”) or x-p,(x)~,&~(R~) then the system 
(2) is GAS. The equivalent property is also true ,for ( 1). 
8. EXAMPLES 
Let g,(a, b): R2 -+ R, g,(a, b): R2 -+ R be continuous functions such that 
x, x, 1 y+z-2 for x, > 2 
g,(x,, x2) = xi y+: for Ix,/ d 2 (16) 
x, xi 1 
2+2+t2 
for x, < -2 
i = 1, 2, and j # i. Now consider a discrete dynamical system in R2 given by 
ey + ’ = g,(ey, 2:) 
m+l- 
e2 - g2(TT eF) 
(17) 
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for m 2 0, where 2: indicates a variable such that 
1 1 +y+--em-‘+ . . . +&m-k+1 1 
22 ’ 2k ’ 
+F emek. (18) 
The existence of proper initial sets of points is assumed. In this case, the 
function ph(e,, e2) is not an M-function. In fact the Jacobi matrix of it 
becomes, for leil > 2, le,l > 2, 
which is not an M-matrix. 
However, a,:, 0,: ar e not bounded from above or below and therefore 
the GAS of this system is ensured by Theorem 2. 
Next define the scalar functions g,(a, b), g,(a, b) as 
{ 
a+b-1 for 16~ 
s,(a,b)= b for -l<a<l 




Then consider the same dynamical system (17) as above. In this case the 
regions Q,‘h, Q, are bounded from above or below, respectively. The 
Jacobi matrix of p,, now becomes 
for a > 1, which means function p,, is now a weak M-function. Then 
Theorem 3 implies that this system is GAS. 
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It was proved that the results given in the continuous case are valid even 
for the case of discrete time systems when properly formulated. At the same 
time the former results were slightly developed. However, as is easily sup- 
posed, the assumption of weak M-function on the whole space is still a too 
strong restriction just to assure the GAS of the given system. 
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This is because the M-function is a global characteristic whereas for the 
GAS such a global property is not necessary. We will consider this in 
subsequent works. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Proposition 8. Because of the assumption that f  is Lipschitzian 
and piecewise differentiable, and also that f  is off-diagonally decreasing, the 
Jacobi matrix (df/dx) exists almost everywhere and it has nonpositive 
off-diagonal elements in the domain. 
Assume there exists a point c at which the determinant of (@/a.~) 
becomes negative. We may here assume that every principal minor of 
(@/ax), except itself, is nonnegative. In this case there exists vector UE R” 
which satisfies 
(af/ax)u < 0 and u > 0. 
Then, for a sufficiently small positive number E and a positive vector u we 
obtain 
<f(c). 
Now if f  E A’, the inequality f(c + E(U + v)) <f(c) implies c + E(U + v) < c, 
which is a contradiction. Iff E 4’ all principal minors of (aflax), including 
the determinant of itself, are nonnegative almost everywhere. 
On the other hand assume all principal minors are nonnegative almost 
everywhere. Also assume the positively invertible property is proved for 
those cases if n is less than k. Let n = k and assume there exists two points 
a, h such that f(a) >f(b) and a 2 6. We may assume a and b satisfy 
Decompose f  correspondingly. Then we obtain 
f  (l’(a(“, a(2’) > f  (“(b”’ b(2)) (A2.1) 
f  ‘ya’l’, J2’ ) > f  (2’(b(“, b”‘). (A2.2) 
The inequality (A2.2) and the first inequality of (Al ) indicate 
f  ‘ya’l’, #‘) > f  (z’(b”‘, b(2) ) a,f(“(a”‘, b’2’). 
Then the assumption implies a(‘) > bc2’, which is a contradiction. 
For n = 1 the statement of the proposition is clearly true and the proof 
of the proposition is complete. 
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